Module 16: MOCA® Part IV Attestation Guide

MOCA® Part IV Provider Feedback Program
Eligible providers enrolled in the MOCA® Part IV MPOG Provider Feedback program can attest to reviewing their failed cases in order to earn MOCA® Part IV credit. Through the MPOG Quality emails, providers can click on a MOCA® link that will direct them to the attestation page. Each month, providers must attest to reviewing the auto-populated failed cases for each of their selected MOCA® measures. To earn the full five (5) points per measure, providers review and attest to 12 feedback emails and show improvement or maintain performance above threshold for each measure. A maximum of 25 points can be earned upon completion of one 12-month period. MPOG will communicate the number of points received as well as final scores to the individual before attesting to the American Board of Anesthesiology (ABA) on the provider’s behalf.

For more information on MOCA® Part IV, please visit the MOCA page on the MPOG website https://mpog.org/quality/moca/ or Click here for enrollment

Getting Started
1. Begin the MOCA® Attestation process by clicking the link in the upper right hand corner your MPOG Provider Feedback Email:

---

Hello John Doe,

Below is your new MPOG Quality performance report. For a case-by-case breakdown of each measure’s result, click on the graph’s label and you will be taken to our reporting website (login required).

If you have any questions, please read our FAQ or send them to QIChampion@mpog.org. Thank you for your participation in MPOG Quality.

Sincerely,
The MPOG Team

Your Performance vs All Other Attendings
12/1/2017 to 12/31/2017

---
2. After being directed to the MPOG/ASPIRE Login page, enter your User Name and Password:
3. Once you have logged into MPOG, you will be directed to your personal Attestation MOCA® Part IV ASPIRE Provider Feedback Activity. From here, you can review the auto-populated failed cases for each selected measure for a specific month. The MPOG Quality Measures you selected for MOCA® credit will display similar to the image below:

![MPOG Quality Measures]

4. To open the case(s) listed under each measure, click the **Open** button to view case details. You will also notice your performance measurement for the selected measure in the top right corner for each measure.
5. You will be directed to MPOG Case Viewer, which allows you to further investigate case specific details.

6. By clicking on the arrow to the left of the following terms (Cardiovascular, Ventilator, Neuromuscular blockade, Prophylaxis, Medications, and Fluids), you can view additional timed details associated with each term, such as dosages, settings, measurements, vital signs, etc. for each variable.
7. If you notice a red triangle in the intraoperative notes section of MPOG Case Viewer, you can hover over the area to display specific note details.

8. To the right of each measure you will find a link to the MPOG Measure Specification. Simply click ‘View measure specification’ as shown below to view complete measure specification details.

9. After you have reviewed failed cases for the month, you will click the acknowledgment button below, attesting that you have reviewed the month’s failed cases.
10. To earn the full five (5) points per measure, providers must review and attest to 12 feedback emails. A maximum of 25 points can be earned upon completion of 12 feedback attestations in a 18 month period. MPOG will communicate the number of points received as well as final scores to the individual before attesting to the American Board of Anesthesiology (ABA) on the provider’s behalf.